
Mellebug’s soft book 
tutor ial 

Front c over : 

The lettering on the front has been 
made using stem stitch and the flowers 
are embroided satin ribbon. The ribbon 

embrodiary is a little tricky, particularly 
stopping the ribbon from twisting but 
once you get the hang of it it gets 

easier. It is really very cute. 

 

First page : 

Pretty butterfly with little 
butterflies that escape when the 
zip is opened. This page is full of 
texture, with the use of buttons, 
lace from my grandma’s stash 
and different fabric.  

 

Sec ond page : 

Tree with a semi attatched bird. I 
really like the use of the different 
fabrics within the tree and the trunk, 
making something simple stand out. I 
used double sided vylene on all of the 
pieces of fabric, sticking them to the 
calico and then used blanket stitch 
around each piece. 



Third page : 

Flowers that can come on 
and off thanks to the use 
of snaps/press studs. One of 
the flower heads is made 
from tulle and the other 
two from fabric. The fabric 
flower heads are double sided 
and turned inside out. Then 
I gathered in on all four 
sides. The stems of the 
flowers, stem stitch. The 

great thing about snaps is that the flower heads can be interchanged . 

 

Fourth page : 

Pretty as a picture. I used iron-on 
transfer paper and then printed our 
pictures onto it. The buttons came 
from Amber’s stash. 

 

Fifth page : 

Fuzzy rabbit. I used fake fur and 
chorduroy for the rabbit. The fur 
was a little tricky to work with, 
especially when it came to ironing on 
the vylene but well worth it. Amelia 
likes to suck on the fur, a little odd. 
The ceramic buttons came from the 
craft fair, they originate from a 
company in Queensland (the name 
eludes me). 



Sixth page : 

Little Girl. There is a range of 
different textures for little 
hands to run across, from the 
wool hair to the shiny balloons. The 
embellishment across the waist is 
apparently close to 40 years old, 
from memory it came from a box 
my aunty made. 

 

Seventh page : 

It’s a sunny day. I love this page, with the use of grandma’s ribbons and felt, 
it turned out well. I attached the ribbon and the felt rays (leaf shaped, 
stuffed with wadding and blanket stitched closed) and then laid the face of the 
sun ontop. Finishing with the eyes and mouth. 

 

Eighth page : 

Day turns into night. This idea came from my mum, its the page of opposites. 
Most of the fabric in this page came from my good friend Amber, they are 
smooth and  the other prickly (purple). 

 

 



Ninth and final page : 

Pocket of love. I really wanted to add more pages to the book but as I was 
putting the wadding into the pages I noticed that the book was getting 
particularily fat. So I resided to the fact that this was going to be the last 
page yet I still wanted to make something with velcro.  

I ironed thick interfacing onto the fabric that was forming the pocket to give a 
little stability. I pinned 
ribbon around the edges and 
I sewed ric-rac into the 
fabric. The pocket has velcro, 
the top piece hidden by the 
button. Inside the pocket is a 
heart made of felt, sewn 
together with ric-rac in 
between and attached with 
ribbon. 

 



Putting the pages together  
Step 1 :  

Cut out a piece of fabric that is to be the binding and 
fold in half. Mine was 22cm x 10cm. The calico pages are 
folded in half, having three free edges. 

Iron on thick enough interfacing to give strength to the 
binding, fold in half again. 

 

Step 2 : 

Pin the binding to the top page, good sides together. Sew. 

 

 

     

Step 3 : 

On the opposite side of the binding attach the page and 
sew together. 

 

 

 

     

Step 4 : 

Fold out the binding, good sides facing each other. Sew 
the top edges of the binding (only) so that it is in line 
with the top edge of the page. 



 

 

Step 5: 

Turn the binding and pages inside out, mark out where 
you want to put the eyelets and then hammer them in. 
The device that I bought used to hammer the eyelet in 
was plastic and lasted probably 3 eyelets before it snapped. 
I could still use it (sort of) but if you can find one 
that is not plastic go with that option. 

 

Step 6 : 

Cut out wadding that fits into the pages only. 

Pin and tack bias binding on the top and bottom edge 
of the pages. Sew the b/binding on either using straight 
stitch (if you want a challenge) or I used zigzag stitch.  

 

 

What I would have done different ly :   

The Bias binding was a little hard to get straight on the page so next time 
round I would actually attach the b/binding first to one side of the page then 
start with step 2. Then fold over once the wadding is in place and tack down. 
This should keep it in place. 


